This is a short analysis of flowing water in an infinite channel separated by a distance by using a Simulation Software Comsol Multiphysics. The flow behavior and the interaction with the boundary has been analysed. Wall no slip conditions were set for evaluation purpose. The analysis is a steady state analysis by using Incompressible Navier Stokes Model.
INTRODUCTION
It is often essential in thermal fluid engineering to move a working fluid from one place to another. During this transportation the fluid often comes into contact with the solid surfaces or with the boundaries which gives direction to the fluid. These surfaces may include the walls of the fluid through which fluid is flowing or the surfaces over which the fluid flows like body of an automobile or wings of an aircraft.
An interaction may involve the transfer of energy and momentum b/w the boundary and the fluid and consequently transport specific properties of the fluid like thermal conductivity and viscosity. Gradients of fluid temperature and velocity appear as a result and this appearance is in a direction normal to the surface.
One can have determination of properties of fluid by a knowhow of these gradients in temperature and velocity as a function of position with respect to the boundary. A good interaction b/w the boundary and fluid generates higher values of the thermal conductivity and viscosity. The most immense interaction occurs in the close contact of the boundary which interrupts the motion of the fluid. As the distance from the boundary increases this influence almost diminishes and fluid flows without any hindrance and its motion can be very well described with the aid of Bernoulli equation. The effects of transport properties near the boundary are of peak importance in regulating the motion of fluid and its efficiency in thermal fluid system. An incompressible fluid is related to an uncoupled system so its mechanical and thermal aspects of flow behavior can be discrete [1, 2] .
MATERIAL AND METHOD
The current analysis is of a fully developed laminar flow b/w two parallel plates separated by a distance. The aim is to study the outlet velocity field and its values at different points. Comsol
Multiphysics is used to simulate and solve the problem. The material of interest is water. The above plots show the velocity profile in the channel with given dimensions after doing the simulation. The colour scheme shows the velocity values. These are the results after complete simulation.
Fig.3. 2D Contour Plot
The outlet velocity profile can be noticed simply by the above 2-D contour plot. The right hand side axes give us estimation about the inner and outer velocity values at different points. A line was drawn at a distance of 5m on the x-axis which is almost at the outermost contour (outlet). We draw a cross section plot here and take 5 equispaced points here and notice the outlet velocity values. 
CONCLUSIONS
The parabolic curve of the velocity profile shows an agreement with the theory. In the centre there is no hindrance to the fluid with the boundary so it shows a maximum value of the velocity of the fluid.
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